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Chapter 351: Events in the Primitive Universe 

   Outside the Tongtian Pagoda, a man named the strongest in the universe gathered. 

   The cosmic space they are in seems to be self-contained, and the laws of the universe are all 

isolated. 

   There are also a series of towering figures nearby, or energy-type life, or rock life, or flesh-and-

blood life. A powerful master of the universe gathers here. 

   "The old fellow Zhen Yaozu can't sit still, he has already entered." 

   The Zerg Queen looked at a huge silver-white snake entrenched in the distance, but the snake's 

body stretched far away, looming in the dust and fog of the starry sky, extremely large, "Meng Yaozu, 

won't you go in?" 

   Meng Yaozu said in a deep voice: "You are not in a hurry, what am I in a hurry, how long will it 

take? Wait." 

   It has only been less than ten days, the super powers in the universe are gathered together, and 

many groups that have been informed have sent strong people over. 

   is the Nabeijiang Alliance alone, the alliance with the largest number of powerhouses in the entire 

universe. The number of His Universe Masters is over a hundred times that of Hongmeng! 

   The human race has more than 6,000 cosmic sages, and the total number of cosmic sacreds in the 

Hongmeng is more than 100,000, which is almost more than human kings. 

   From this we can see how many strong people in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, of course, human 

beings are strong on the peak power, such as the lord of the universe and the strongest of the universe. 

   The greatest power in the entire primitive universe is not any of the nine major powers, nor are 

they the strongest alone. 

   are the countless idle races scattered across the borders of the primitive universe. 

  Those idle races, hundreds of millions, among them the strongest, or just one or two masters of the 

universe, if they all add up, there will be hundreds of masters of the universe. 

   But because they are too scattered, they just unite to form a small force. 

   But once they unite, even other superpowers have to pay attention. 

   "The guys from your pinnacle race came really fast, but why didn't you go in?" A cold voice echoed 

in this cosmic space, making the universe's strongest person and the cosmic lord who stayed outside 

couldn't help but look away. 

   In the endless void, an inexplicable pressure descends! The extremely powerful will...makes all the 

masters of the universe feel pressured, and only the strongest of the universe can be treated calmly. 

   "Hei Zhou, since you are here, don't hide, come out!" said the ancestor of the giant star beast. 
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"Ha ha!" 

   Wow! 

A vague figure in the endless void gradually solidified. It was a dark black armor. In the armor, golden 

flames formed a fuzzy human-like shape. The golden flame giant was wearing black armor, and there 

was a huge void in the sky behind. There are countless stars in the phantom, like a universe. 

   "Hei Zhou!" 

   "The founder of the black universe!" 

   "It turned out to be him." 

   "No wonder!" 

   "He is wearing the Xeon Supreme "Black Universe God Armor", right?" 

   The masters of the universe of the nine forces are all overwhelmed by the momentum of the great 

existence "the founder of the black universe" that has suddenly arrived. 

   The strongest and the masters of the universe did not go in because they were still worried and 

proceeded cautiously. 

  Only the monster race has two of the strongest in the universe, can they dare to fight, even if one 

of them has an accident, the monster race can continue to maintain the status of the peak race, but it 

also takes some risks. 

  The Lord of the universe cannot be resurrected, so except for the avatar the Lord of the universe 

enters. The other masters of the universe stayed outside, but the hearts of the people were also 

floating. 

  ... 

   A remote place in the primitive universe. 

   "Wow!" 

   In the endless starry sky, a huge existence full of black scales slowly appeared, and it fell into an 

endless world of black flames for a few light years. 

   The planets and stars within this range are instantly annihilated and dissipated like bubbles. Only 

this majestic existence is eternal. 

   "Oh, it's been a long time since I returned to the original universe, I really miss it." 

   "In addition to the Star Tower, another Xeon Treasure appeared this time. This time, I must find a 

way to get it." 

   "If it weren't for one piece of the most powerful treasure, how could I have been defeated by the 

old beast **** of the star behemoth last time..." 

   The black scales moved slowly, and they disappeared out of thin air. 



  ... 

   virtual universe, the temple of the giant axe. The 18 masters of the universe and the founder of the 

great axe are gathering here to discuss. 

   "It will take some time for my ontology and the clone of Chaos in the Universe Sea to return to the 

original universe." Giant Axe said, "This time it is of great importance. 

  Tongtian Pagoda isolates space fluctuations, virtual universe connection, God's Kingdom 

channel...So if you want to contact the outside world, you can only rely on clones, or divine power 

clones, incarnations. 

  The situation of the Tongtian Tower has long been revealed, and it has caused a sensation among 

the human race, but immortality, cosmic venerables, and even cosmic hegemons can enter, but the 

cosmic lord can never enter. 

   Otherwise, once it falls, there is no way to resurrect it. 

   All parties are still very patient in this regard. 

   Many masters of the universe nodded, but many of them also had clones, such as the Lord of 

Chaos City and the Lord of Desolation, each sending a clone in at this time. 

   Even if they fall a clone, the loss to them is still within a tolerable range. 

   And the strongest person in the universe does not have a clone, and the divine power returns to its 

origin and becomes a flesh and blood body. 

   The avatar's combat power is very low, far inferior to the body, and generally stay in the kingdom 

of God (small universe) or use it for communication. 

   "We all understand, Great Axe." The masters of the universe said one after another. 

   "By the way, those who enter the Tongtian Tower and perceive the law, if there is a clone, the 

clone of divine power can come to my small universe." The creator of the giant axe said. 

  In the small universe, it is also possible to open up a space where time flows extremely fast. 

The Giant Axe universe is one of the two large and small universes owned by mankind. Because the 

original ancestor was suppressed early, the evolution of the original universe was incomplete. Even if 

you want to accelerate the time, you can’t do it. If you want to reach the limit of ten thousand times the 

time acceleration, you can only Go to the small universe of the founder of the Great Axe. 

Another cosmic lord said in a deep voice: "With tens of thousands of times of acceleration, one year is 

equivalent to an epoch from the outside world! The Tongtian Pagoda's message states that it can be 

opened up to 10,000 years and it will end, and we have 100 million years of enlightenment. Time. I don’t 

know how many of us can go further in this hundred million years..." 

   There are also some expectations in the eyes of other universe masters. 

   This time the opening of the Tongtian Pagoda is a grand event for hundreds of millions of races in 

the universe! 



   After this time, the universe did not know how many strong men were born. 

   Chaos City Lord looked at the savage giant, "Great Axe, can't you get in then?" 

  The Great Axe is the only one of the strongest in the universe in the human race. After the original 

ancestor was permanently suppressed by the primitive universe, the human race now has only the Great 

Axe to support it. 

   If something goes wrong with the giant axe, the sky of the human race will collapse. 

   Although it will not be annihilated, after all, it can be returned to the original universe, and there 

are many universe masters, but the status of the pinnacle race will inevitably not be preserved, and 

most of its territory will be lost. 

   The founder of the giant axe said solemnly: "This is a rare opportunity. If the situation is true, I will 

definitely go in." 

   Chaos City Lord had already anticipated in his heart, he was not surprised to hear about the giant 

axe, he just sighed in his heart, if he could also break through to the strongest in the universe, the 

human race would not have to be supported by the giant axe alone. 

   "This time, it is also my chance..." City Lord Chaos thought silently. 

  Wang Yi, who was far away on the battlefield outside the field, also received a message from the 

virtual universe, asking him to go to a specific location, and then someone would send them collectively 

into a space in the small universe of the giant axe for accelerated training. 

   Ten thousand times of time training is very luxurious, because "ten thousand times of time 

acceleration" originally violates the laws of time and space, so the more the stronger the cultivation 

under the time acceleration, the higher the price that needs to be paid! 

  Like Luo Feng in the original history, he practiced in the "Beast God Realm", because his strength 

was still weak...so the ancestor of the starry sky was so easy to agree. 

   This kind of "acceleration" is a great plunder of the origin of each small universe! The Lord of the 

universe is so oppressive to the small universe. 

   If one of the strongest in the universe tried to spend ten thousand times the time, the 

consumption would be even more outrageous. No one dares to do this for a long time! 

   And the other benefits of the time world rewarded by Wang Yi's sign-in panel are reflected. 

   The first is that the cost is very low. Although Wang Yi doesn't know if he breaks through to 

immortality, the energy consumption of using the "time realm" will increase, but it must be worse than 

using the time realm of the small universe. 

The second is that it can overlap with the time flow rate of the real universe. Just like in the original 

universe, the time flow rate is three times slower than the original universe according to the time flow 

rate of the original universe. In the original universe, it returns to normal. The acceleration time and 

space of the universe are calculated according to the comparison of the time and space of the small 

universe. 



  If Wang Yi is willing, he will become the strongest person in the universe in the future, and he can 

open up a space in the small universe to maintain the time flow rate of ten thousand times, and he will 

stay in the time realm to practice. 

   However, this requires a terrible price. 

   A short time is fine, but a long time is not worth it. 

   is also like encountering such an important thing as the opening of "Tongtian Pagoda", it will only 

be temporarily opened once. 

   "The small universe of the giant axe, why did I forget this good place..." Wang Yi smacked his 

mouth. 

  The small universe of the founder of the giant axe can open up the "world of time", which can 

reach a speed of ten thousand times the time. 

   And his human deity stayed in the universe of the founder of the giant axe, the avatar of the giant 

flame star stayed in the "time world", and the avatar of the void insect clan stayed in the Tongtian 

Tower. 

  The founder of the giant axe, the space in the small universe accelerates ten thousand times, and 

the time world accelerates ten thousand times, that is 100 million times. 

   Ten thousand years of comprehension in the Tongtian Pagoda is equivalent to one trillion years of 

Wang Yi's own "world of time" comprehension! 

   Wang Yi couldn't help taking a breath. 

   One trillion years, what a terrible number of times! 

   Fortunately, he still has a sense of reason, knowing that he is still just the master of the world. 

   And the email also stated that there was a warning specifically for him alone. After all, those who 

entered were either immortal, or the Lord, the Lord of the universe, all had no life limit, and he was the 

only realm master. 

   Wang Yi’s current genetic level is 9,000 times (plus the power of the beast god), which is much 

longer than the normal world lord, but considering that the power of the beast **** is a temporary 

increase, the genetic level of the Void Zerg clone is the standard. 

   The life span of the special life itself is extremely long, which is normal for it to be several hundred 

or several thousand times longer than the ordinary life of the same level. 

   Therefore, Wang Yi, the lord of the world, can live for more than 60 billion years. 

   Compared with one trillion, it is not even a fraction, but it is also Wang Yi's limit, unless he wants to 

break through to immortality now. 

   And of course this is impossible. 



   "In 60 billion years, can I complete the test of the Tongtian Pagoda and get the Tongtian Pagoda?" 

Wang Yi was a little worried. 

   The sign-in panel says that the difficulty will be reduced accordingly, but who knows how much it 

will be reduced. 

   can only go all out now. 

   "I hope not to be cheated to death by this son, otherwise it will be a veritable cheating..." 

  ... 

   In the Tongtian Pagoda, in just a short time, countless powerful people from all sides of the 

universe have gathered. 

   Anyway, Wang Yi often sees streamers passing by from the sky. 

   The originally quiet and desolate chaotic void, with the rise of the light shields of the islands, there 

are also countless stars. 

   "It's just what I have seen these days, I am afraid that there are millions. In the entire primitive 

universe, how many strong people have come here?" Wang Yi was deeply moved. 

   A small island can only have one life. It is protected by a light shield. If you want to leave, you can 

communicate with Tongtian Pagoda through the inheritance column at any time, but you will also lose 

the qualification to come in again. 

   However, the most striking thing is the small island above the head that has been submerged in 

the sea of law. 

   According to Wang Yi's estimation, these powerhouses are actually divided into three levels. 

   The pinnacle secret method, such as him, the super power of the king and some ordinary and weak 

sages. 

   The ultimate secret method, some powerful venerables, overlords, and masters of the universe. 

   Finally, he is the extremely powerful Lord of the universe, the strongest of the universe. 

   should be "the strongest secret method level of the lord of the universe" or "the unique method of 

the strongest man in the universe". 

   Anyway, it is too far away from the current Wang Yi. 

   This alone is here, there are more than a million people at the same level as him! 

   "My peak secret method, although I have been studying it for these years, it is far from reaching 

the limit, let alone the ultimate secret method." Wang Yi sighed. 

   He is still too young. 

   is just a child. 



   And the benefits of an ancient existence like the "king of true king", which has been deposited in 

the invincible king for hundreds of millions of years, are reflected. The secret methods created by others 

are already "the limit of the peak secret method." 

   So many years, it's not in vain! 

   It doesn't matter whether you are the peak secret method or the peak limit secret method, you 

are all on the same level. 

"This Tongtian Tower inheritance is very demanding." Wang Yi touched his chin and looked at the grey 

stone pillars with countless engraved secret patterns. Also test this gray stone pillar. 

   The secret method test is very simple. There is a space in this gray stone pillar, the consciousness 

enters, and the secret method is used. 

   According to the secret level, there are different levels. 

   The pinnacle secret method, the ultimate secret method, the strongest is unlearned. 

   is considered to be the most basic three levels, of which there must be detailed divisions. 

   As for the above, isn’t it higher? 

   Wang Yi didn't think he should be concerned, those should be the masters of the universe, and the 

strongest in the universe worried. 

   "Even the master of the universe can be divided into one to six levels..." Wang Yi shook his head. 

   On the other side, King Zhenyan, Venerable Nine Swords, King Night Candle... These powerful 

human races also scattered on the entire island of Chaos Void after they came in. 

   The small islands seem to be endless, and the Human Alliance comes in like a handful of sesame 

seeds sprinkled on a large pie, sparse and inconspicuous at all. 

   And because the virtual universe can't be connected, if they don't have divine power clones, they 

can't communicate with each other. 

   At this moment, King Zhenyan was full of excitement, pulling his golden beard, some dancing and 

staring at the mighty sea of laws in the sky. 

  Like many powerful men who came here, he had been trapped in the invincible realm of the king 

for many years, and he also saw himself breaking through to the dawn of the venerable. 

Chapter 352: The 10 principles of origin recognition 

   The method on the chaotic void, the ocean is vast, and the endless pressure is permeated. 

   Small islands with colorful streamers are dotted underneath, and they are clearly divided into 

three steps. 

   The third ladder is also the most numerous, densely packed, uncountable, and located at the 

bottom of the chaotic void. 
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   They are all immortal ~ the king is immortal, and a small number of sages. 

   Those venerables should not be in a good mood now. 

  Any sense of the law is not strong enough, the levels below the peak secret method are all on this 

level, and they are also the group of people farthest from the ocean of law. 

   The second stairway is suspended on the surface of the ocean of law, as if floating on the waves, 

there are also a lot of them, and you can see them by the thousands. 

   These are powerful lords, cosmic hegemons and cosmic masters who have researched the 

"ultimate mystery". Among them, most of them are lords, and the cosmic masters have more than three 

digits. 

However, even the "ultimate secret method" can be divided into many levels according to the strength 

of the power, so the distance between these small islands and the sea of law is not the same, some are 

completely sunk in the sea of law, and some are just It is ups and downs on the surface of the sea of law. 

   Don’t look at this distance, it seems to be insignificant. You have to know how wide the inside of 

the Tongtian Pagoda is, and the sea of laws is also endless. The seemingly small gap here is also 

calculated in "light years". 

   Finally, on the first stairway, there is only one person in the depths of the sea of law, and that is 

the only strongest demon clan who enters the Tongtian Pagoda, Zhen Yaozu. 

   Its divine body changed into a size of tens of kilometers, entrenched on the island, raised its head 

and stared at the surrounding colorful, surging "sea water" and the secret patterns of the law, and a 

strong joy appeared in its eyes. 

   "That's it... It turns out that there are so many changes in the path I have taken for so many 

years..." 

   Even among the strongest in the universe, there is a huge gap in law perception. 

   For example, the original ancestor who once swept across the universe can display the top tenth 

level of strength. Of course, his secret method level is not to mention, at least it is also the top tenth 

level. 

   In fact, the sixth-order top secret method, even if you have just entered the level of the strongest 

in the universe. 

   And the strongest in the universe can generally create a seventh-order secret method. 

   Some of the better universe's strongest people, such as the Mechanical Father God, can generally 

understand the eighth-level top. 

   As for the creator of the great axe, the first God of the first era of the universe and the sea, and 

other more powerful ones, they can understand the ninth-level top. 

   The strength of the shock demon ancestor is about the same as the mechanical **** father, and 

the level of the secret technique is at the top level of the eighth level. 



   is very far away from the "Tenth Tier Top"... also called the "True God Limit" level. 

   can reach this level, plus a supreme treasure, basically can be regarded as "invincible" in the 

universe. 

   It is actually more difficult for the strongest in the universe to make progress, because they are 

already at the top and no one can guide them. 

   They can only rely on themselves! 

   Even if you make a breakthrough, you can only rely on yourself to get out of your own way. 

   In the primitive universe, there is still a way to cultivate to the Lord of the universe, but the 

strongest in the universe does not have any guidance or experience in practice. 

   So there are so few strongest people in the original universe. 

   But "The Demon Ancestor of Earthquake" saw this magical sea of laws, but quickly discovered that 

the laws of deduction and blending in it were actually very enlightening to him. 

   It's like many years ago that the ancestor of the shocking demon was still a very ordinary and weak 

being, and it was the first time I saw the ocean of law. The feeling of opening a new world was full of 

shock and joy. 

"Unbelievable! Unbelievable!" The ancestor of the shock was full of shock, and his heart roared, "How 

could the primitive universe exist to guide others' cultivation and progress... even the strongest person 

in the universe can clearly guide the path of cultivation," I have never heard of it before." 

   The Demon Ancestor of the Earthquake discovered the value of the Tongtian Tower in the first 

place. 

   Priceless. 

  With it, you can continuously cultivate the strong in the race, even the Lord of the universe can 

grow substantially. 

   The countless years of the primitive universe, all the ethnic groups add up 

   I am afraid there are only more than a thousand universe masters, but the ancestor of the 

earthquake demon feels that with this tower, the number of universe masters of the primitive universe 

monster race will exceed the sum of other races in the universe. 

   may even give birth to many of the strongest in the universe! 

   Dominating the primitive universe, even the universe is not a dream. 

  Even the shock demon ancestor was shocked. 

   "This Tongtian Pagoda is too important to my Demon Ancestor, I must get it." There was madness 

in the eyes of Zhen Demon Ancestor. 

   Regardless of the master of the universe or the strongest in the universe, there is no doubt about 

the importance of race. 



   And there are a large number of universe venerables, only then can more universe masters be 

born, and only many universe's strongest can stand out. 

   "Improve the law's perception!" 

   "Guide the way forward!" 

   "Help break through!" 

   This is the real function of Tongtian Tower. 

   is more precious than ten Xeon treasures combined. 

   As for what power it has... it doesn't seem to be important anymore. 

   Not only the Zhen Demon Ancestor realized this, but many other universe masters who came into 

the primitive universe also realized this. 

   Chaos City Lord is also full of shock. 

   "It should be impossible for anyone to create such a terrible treasure in the primitive universe... 

Who is the creator of the Tongtian Tower? Is it really similar to the universe boat and the Qingfeng 

world? Or is it a legacy of ancient civilization?" 

   Regarding the source world, all the forces in the primitive universe had no idea before. 

   is the ancient civilization... the continent of origin may not be clear. 

   "Only ten thousand years." Some strong people feel anxious, "I feel that I have seen the road to 

breakthrough, but it will take a long time. Ten thousand years is not enough..." 

In fact, the mystery of the mystery pattern presented by the deduction of the sea of laws is the best for 

beings such as the Lord of the Universe, the Lord of the Universe, and the true gods who really touch the 

mystery of the laws of the universe, but the immortality is because the level of perception of the laws is 

too low, even if you see the laws Zhihai, it is also difficult to comprehend anything. 

   Of course, it is countless times stronger than other places in the primitive universe. 

   At least many strong men who have been trapped in the Fengwang Peak for many years have 

faintly seen the breakthrough door. 

   And many venerables are also fascinated by the understanding of the ocean of laws. 

  Star Prison Demon Lord...or the clone of Venerable Pangbo is also among them, and he is a very 

enlightened one. 

   "It turned out to be like this." 

   "It turns out that my path has been going astray." 

   A black robe, a burly and tall black-scaled creature sitting on the limestone square, a pair of blood-

colored pupils staring at the constantly changing ocean world, as if reflecting the evolution of the 

universe in time and space. 



  Different people have different insights. 

   is like "the ancestor of the earthquake demon", he sees his deeper path in the universe's strongest 

person. 

   "Chaos City Lord", saw the possibility of breaking through to become the strongest in the universe. 

   "Venerable Pangbo" is to see his own path to the "Lord of the Universe". 

   And the "king of true evolvement", it is possible to see the "law of fusion of earth and sky beasts 

and gods" that he has been pursuing so as to further achieve the possibility of "universe venerable". 

"It's incredible." The ancestors of the gods also have a universe overlord-level **** who will be here, 

surrounded by law and secret patterns and threads, forming a beautiful world of laws. He looked at the 

sea of infinite mysteries and endless changes. His eyes were full of exclamation. 

"The sea of laws of the Tongtian Tower is similar to the place of inheritance of my ancestral sect. In the 

place of inheritance, it can be affected by the power of the origin of the universe and plunged into a 

strange illusion. In that illusion, the way of the beast is deeper. You can continue to show the most 

careful attitude to those who accept the inheritance, as if there is a super strong person directly pouring 

the mystery into your mind!" 

  The inheritance method of the place of inheritance is much better than watching the "52 Chaos 

Monuments" and watching the "Beast God Statue". 

   Specifically, it’s even better than watching the "Sea of Laws" here. 

   But the place where the "ancestor gods" is inherited can only reach the seventh level at most, 

which is the level of the "master of the universe", and there are only eight positions of beast gods, and it 

is difficult to cultivate to the seventh level. 

   is only suitable for those who practice "The Way of the Beast God", that is, the power of the law of 

fusion. 

   is meaningless to a strong man who is already the master of the universe, the strongest one in the 

universe. 

   and the duration of one time is short. 

   here, but let you watch it for ten thousand years. 

   In addition to the way of fusion of the laws, there are also countless ways to practice the laws. 

   It’s just that no matter how you change, the ten elements of "golden, wood, water, fire, earth," 

"landscape, thunder," and "time, space" are the fundamental principles. 

   Countless cosmic experts are immersed in the infinite mystery of the sea of law, and some ponder 

over how to get this tower. 

   They have tried it a long time ago, but Chuan Chuan did not give any hints. 

   There is not even a standard. 



   just means that the "law perception" is enough, and the secret method is created, plus the will 

meets the requirements, you can pass the test and inherit the Tongtian Pagoda. 

   No one has thought about using strong, even if the strongest in the universe, "Shaking Demon 

Ancestor" sees the sea of laws that seem to be comparable to the power of the original universe, they 

are frightened to be honest. 

  Because of being protected by the mask, no one can fight, because the divine power cannot 

penetrate the mask at all, and can only practice honestly. 

  Wang Yi is also thinking while feeling. 

   "I have two roads now." 

   "Either create a secret method in time and space." 

   "Either the way of the law of fusion of fire and air, that is, the way of the animal gods to create the 

secret method." 

   "These two roads are the most convenient, quickest and most likely to succeed." 

  Wang Yi’s avatar of the Void Zerg clan sits on the gray rock square ground in a purple and gold 

armor, his fingers subconsciously portraying on the ground, as he did when he was practicing in Chaos 

City, leaving his own scattered insights. 

   He raised his head and looked up at the vast sea of laws. 

   "However, based on my calculations on the tower, the probability of passing the test is still very 

low..." 

   "But there is another way, and the most difficult one..." 

   Wang Yi has madness in his eyes. 

   "Understand the ten fundamental laws, and merge them together to create a secret method. If it 

reaches the ultimate secret method...it is estimated that there should be a good chance to pass this 

test." 

  The law of fusion, the fusion of fire and space alone is tens of thousands of times more difficult 

than simply perceiving time or space. 

   Not to mention the ten principles of fusion. 

   Even if it’s just the most preliminary fusion, it’s probably more difficult than becoming the "Master 

of the Universe", I don't know how much. 

   Primordial Universe I don’t know if anyone has tried it before. 

  Wang Yi is just an attempt. 

   "It was impossible before, but now there is a sea of laws, but it provides me with an environment 

for insight." 



   "I am the master of the realm. As long as I am recognized by the original law, I will not be like those 

immortal. The perception of other laws will be restricted, which will seriously affect the speed of 

perception." 

   "I still have the time world, and I can comprehend more than 60 billion years, hundreds of times 

longer than others..." 

   Wang Yi's heart became firmer and firmer. 

   This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. It is a test opportunity that needs to be exchanged with 

the God King weapon "Star Tower". If it is missed, I am afraid there will be no more. 

   The origin of the universe is extremely mysterious. 

   After reaching the realm master level, because of the "power of the world", consciousness can be 

integrated into the boundless earth of the origin of the universe. 

   If the realm master is recognized by the original law, then consciousness can enter a deeper ocean 

of law. 

   "Boom..." 

   The red ocean is endless. 

   This is the origin of the law of fire, the origin of the "law of fire" in the entire primitive universe. 

The endless aura of the laws pervades the ocean, and the powerful pressure far exceeds that of any 

strong man Wang Yi has ever seen. 

In addition to the origin of the law of fire, there is also the origin of the law of space, the origin of the 

law of time... the waves are turbulent, Wang Yi's consciousness is divided into three, melted into three 

drops of water, as the sea drifts, constantly exploring and understanding Three rules. 

   In addition, Wang Yi also divided half of his consciousness and went to other places of origin to 

understand the law. 

   Get its recognition as much as possible and enter the ocean of laws. 

  …… 

  Wang Yi’s Void Zerg clone is in the primitive universe, feeling the sea of laws in the Tongtian Tower, 

while the human body has specially opened up the acceleration space in the giant axe small universe, 

and the Yanxing behemoth is in his personal "time world." 

   The three body consciousnesses are separated, but they are the same soul. 

   Consciousness is connected, law perception is also shared with each other. 

   If the primitive universe is one year, 100 million years will pass by the time world. 

   Under the acceleration of this unprecedented terrifying time, Wang Yi's law perception and 

spiritual will are constantly improving. 

promote! 



constantly improving! 

  Only one hundred thousand years later, Wang Yi has been recognized by the ten original laws. 

   Gold, wood, water, fire, earth, wind and thunder, time and space, all are mastered. 

  At this time, Wang Yi began to experiment with the law of fusion, starting with the simplest and 

most familiar law of fire-air fusion. 

   He watched and felt the ocean of laws above his head ~www.mtlnovel.com~ while groping for the 

way of law fusion. 

   This is a very difficult road. 

   And there is no clear guidance from anyone. 

   He just tried to outline a world based on the changes in the law of the ocean. 

   But the strongest in the universe outside the Tongtian Tower waited for a short period of time 

without discovering any abnormalities, and couldn't help it anymore. 

   Countless powerful people in the primitive universe poured into the Tongtian Tower. There are no 

longer any restrictions, and any cosmic group can enter. 

The founder of the giant axe went in, the queen of the Zerg race went in, the mechanical **** father 

went in, the dream demon ancestor and the shock demon ancestor went in, the crystal ancestor holy 

master, the demon ancestor of **** also went in... Almost all the strongest in the original universe All 

rushed over. 

   The Lord of the universe of the entire primitive universe also entered more than 80%. 

  Venerable, immortality is countless. 

On this day, a streamer came to the towering and endless tower of Tongtian at an unimaginable speed 

that violated the laws of the universe, and stopped, revealing a giant figure measuring more than 90,000 

kilometers. He was wearing a seemingly ordinary cyan armor with a transparent forehead. With double 

horns, the breath of life permeates the scope, and even the origin law of the universe has to retreat. 

   He stared at the Tongtian Pagoda in front of him, and then said in shock: "What is this? Why is it 

the same as the Star Pagoda, so I can't even see through it?" 

Chapter 353: Breakthrough 

   Consciousness space. 

   The consciousness space of the inheritance column can be created according to the user's 

requirements. Of course, it is not unlimited, but it can be completed as long as it is not too outrageous. 

   And Wang Yi is now on an endless grassland. 

  , wearing a red robe, was blown by the wind, and even her long black hair was dancing. 

   There is a thinking expression on that handsome face like a god. 
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   In this kind of enclosed virtual space, Wang Yi habitually restores his original human appearance, 

without hiding it. 

   "Now, I have realized that all the ten original laws are recognized by the laws, and I can start the 

next step." 

  Wang Yi dares to try the ten rules of fusion, even if it is only the most basic fusion, it is very risky. 

   is like the law of fusion, such as golden sky, fire sky, fusion to Dacheng, perfect, that is the Lord of 

the universe. 

  Wang Yi has very big ambitions. After realizing that the sea of inheriting the laws of space has faint 

traces pointing to the laws of chaos, he raised the idea of understanding the laws of fusion and laying a 

foundation here. 

   "Opportunities are rare, and they won't come again." Wang Yi murmured. 

   Even if he was unsuccessful, he also had a divine power route... or he was going to take the divine 

power route, but he was unwilling to give up on the law of chaos and wanted to take a risk. 

   "Before the primitive universe, the becoming gods could be based on the divine power route, 

supplemented by the law perception." 

   "One hundred thousand times the divine body, invisible and intangible, plus the secret technique 

of will in Yuan's "Lie Yuan Shu", is the real capital for the rise of the Chaotic Source World." Wang Yi 

sighed. 

   "However, as long as 10% of the **** body is the true god, the law perception is still the basis for 

the evolution of the small universe, until the realm of the **** king, we must rely on the law of 

perception." 

   In addition to the sign-in panel, foresight and understanding of the world are Wang Yi's real trump 

card. 

   "Because of the obstruction of the original will of the original universe, the original universe 

includes the universe and sea, I am afraid that apart from the two holy places, no one knows the specific 

route to merge the law, but I do." 

   "Others have no way, which is equivalent to crossing the river by touching the stones, and there is 

little hope of success." 

   "But I have specific ideas to implement. This is also my confidence." 

  Wang Yi looked at the vigorous and green grassland, his eyes deepened, and he stretched out his 

hand. 

   "In this world, one grass and one tree, one mountain and one water, natural circulation, and the 

operation of life are all constituted by the law of origin. Let me see the true mystery of this world." 

   Wang Yi started hundreds of millions of years of submerged research. 



   Start with the five basic principles of space fusion, the five basic laws of wood, water, fire, and 

earth, and the three basic laws of time fusion, scenery and thunder. 

   Golden sky, wood sky, water sky, fire sky, earth sky. Time wind, time, time thunder. 

   This is also the goal of Wang Yi's integration this time. 

   As for the deeper integration, Wang Yi has not considered it for the time being. If he can't eat a 

bite to become fat, he is more likely to choke himself to death. 

  …… 

   And when Wang Yi realized the law of origin, he began to painstakingly research and fusion, and 

create the secret method. 

   The great changes in the original universe are also going on. 

   Primitive universe, a remote star field extremely far away from human territory. 

   In fact, the richest and most elite areas of the universe are occupied by the six pinnacle races, and 

the farther away from the center of the universe, the more remote the place, the more barren, and 

countless ordinary and weak races gather. 

   Somewhat stronger, there may only be one master of the universe. 

   The weaker, the strongest may be the Venerable. 

   They are like ants in front of those powerful races. Only by uniting can they have the power to 

protect themselves. 

   And this day. 

   There is an endless starry sky in the remote territory of the universe, and a huge continent is 

suspended in the starry sky. 

   This continent is the more famous Fengjie continent in the nearby territory, and there is a middle-

class ethnic group called the "Suokai" inhabited on the continent. 

   The pillar powerhouse of the "Suoji clan" is a cosmic overlord, the "Venerable Suo E". 

   There are nine hot stars of different colors suspended above the continent. When the dazzling light 

shines through the clouds on this land, the clouds show a beautiful rainbow color. 

On the vast land, there are many white furry "Suokai" lives. The Suokai people are flesh and blood. They 

are extremely beautiful in appearance and gentle, but they are extremely repulsive of outsiders. If they 

enter without their consent Come will be regarded as an intruder and be hostile and attacked. 

   Towering towering white spires with unique styles stand here, and the Sokyan people are 

scattered across the continent in the form of tribal beliefs. 

  The sacred land of the Suojie tribe is the most vast and majestic mountain range in the center of 

the mainland-the White Sacred Mountain. 



   Under the white mountain, countless Suoji people knelt on the ground, shouting devoutly and 

fanatically. 

   "娑E!" 

   "Great Nao!" 

   There is a connection to the kingdom of God in the undulating palace of the Baishan Mountain, 

and the kingdom of God is boundless. "Om!" The vast kingdom of God suddenly began to shake, and the 

entire kingdom of God was permeated with boundless power, and it also alarmed the entire 

powerhouse living in the kingdom of God. 

"What's wrong?" 

   "How did the great elder's kingdom of God begin to shake?" A group of figures appeared in the sky 

of the kingdom of God, all immortal. 

   The temple that hovered at the highest point of the entire kingdom of God suddenly emitted a 

dazzling purple light, and the endless purple light enveloped the entire kingdom of God. 

"Hahaha……" 

   A burst of powerful laughter spread throughout the kingdom of God. 

   is more than a kilometer tall, covered in white fur, like a "snow ape", appeared in the square in 

front of the temple, showing excitement. 

   "Billions of years, hundreds of millions of years, I finally took this step." 

Venerable    Suo E has been trapped at the level of "Venerable One" for too long, too long, and even 

the Lords of the universe are not as old as him. 

   He almost gave up hope, but the sudden appearance of "Tongtian Tower" gave him hope. 

   Suo E Venerable struggled, and finally passed that level, jumped over the dragon gate, and stepped 

into a new world~www.mtlnovel.com~Master of the universe! I am finally going to be the lord of the 

universe! "Venerable Suo's divine power left in the kingdom of God came to the sky, lowered his head 

and looked down at his vast kingdom of God, "My race will also get a higher status, and from then on, 

my Suokai tribe will also become A large ethnic group in the universe will no longer be bullied and 

slaughtered. " 

   The ethnic groups in the universe are divided into peak ethnic groups, strong ethnic groups, 

ordinary ethnic groups, and weak ethnic groups. 

  Only the strongest in the universe, plus the masters of many universes, can be considered the 

pinnacle race. 

   A powerful ethnic group with one or more masters of the universe. 

   Ordinary races, there is no master of the universe, but there are a group of cosmic lords and even 

cosmic overlords. 



  Weak and small sages, there are only a few poor sages, or there is no sage at all. 

   It is difficult for a race without the Lord of the Universe to develop and multiply. 

But having the Lord of the Universe is different. For countless years, hundreds of millions of races, the 

original universe has only more than a thousand Universe Lords. The power of "reversing time and 

space" and "resurrecting" can bring endless benefits to the race. Cultivate more strong people. 

  As soon as there are more powerful people, the ethnic groups can accumulate, give birth to more 

"Venerables", and even increase the chance of appearing the Lord of the Universe. 

   And over time, situations like the "Sao E Venerables" of the "Suoji" have appeared one after 

another in various parts of the universe, and spread rapidly. 

Chapter 354: Wang Yi's request 

   When the attention of the powerhouses of the hundreds of millions of ethnic groups in the 

universe is focused on the "Tongtian Pagoda", the struggle in the entire universe has disappeared, with 

unprecedented tranquility. 

   The small universe of the creator of the giant axe. 

The Giant Axe universe is one of the two large and small universes owned by mankind. Because the 

original ancestors were suppressed early, the evolution of the original universe was incomplete, and the 

number of humans living in the "initial universe" was not many, and it was mainly some peerless 

geniuses. , The strong gathered in the original universe. 

   But the Giant Axe universe has already evolved completely, and there are more ordinary creatures 

in life. 

  In one of the spaces of the Giant Axe universe, the powerhouses of the entire human race are 

gathered, such as the immortal clone, the Venerable, the divine power clone of the Lord of the 

Universe... and Wang Yi, the only realm master, is very eye-catching here. 

   The human race is not only Wang Yi as a world leader entering the Tongtian Tower, but they are 

not like Wang Yi, who can have clones. After all, for ordinary geniuses, clones are also a rare 

opportunity. 

   The space and time flow rate of the giant axe universe is ten thousand times that of the original 

universe. In other words, ten thousand years have passed here, and only one year has passed by the 

outside world. 

   Although they are in the same space, they are scattered in different places in order to prevent 

being disturbed. For example, Wang Yi is alone on a mountain palace. 

   And in the distance, there are more mountains. 

   "The law of fusion, the ultimate peculiar learning..." Wang Yi murmured. 

   He pointed his finger at the sky, and a world power spread out, motivating various original laws, 

forming a beautiful and dreamy silk thread. 
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   "How can I go further, and merge these laws together to form a real jerk..." Wang Yi frowned. 

   During this period, he used the "Fire, Sky, Beast and God's Way" as a reference and tried to 

integrate other laws. 

   Only then discovered that the difficulty is outrageous! 

   Just wanting to create the "Fire, Sky, Beast and God's Way" to create the ultimate peculiar 

learning, it has already consumed endless efforts, let alone the integration of the ten principles. 

   Of course, Wang Yi doesn't necessarily have to integrate the ten rules into the ultimate genius, he 

can first try to create the genius of "the way of fire, sky, beast and god". 

  If you can pass the test, it would be great, if not, make plans. 

However, according to Wang Yi’s estimation, the hope of passing the "Tongtian Pagoda" test by the 

ordinary ultimate genius is very slim. Feng was also the master of the world, who realized the third type 

of ultimate fascination, which broke the pronuclear shackles of the golden horn beast and achieved 

immortality. 

The "Tongtian Pagoda" traversed many source worlds and opened more than 100,000 times. Those 

worlds are all comparable to the origin continent. The endless reincarnation, the king of gods is like a 

cloud, far beyond even the background of the original universe. No one has obtained the "Tongtian 

Pagoda". Even if Wang Yi has the sign-in panel to reduce the requirements, it is estimated that it will not 

be so easy to pass the test. 

   Extremely unique, very difficult to create. Otherwise, the Bauhinia Island, which has gathered 

hundreds of millions of peerless geniuses in the universe, wouldn't have created the most unique. 

   "You must go all out, and you can't miss any method." 

  Wang Yi thought for a moment, the consciousness connected to enter the virtual universe, and 

asked to talk to the Lord of Chaos City. 

   In fact, few people in the human race have this authority. Wang Yi only got it after meeting the 

Chaos City Lord at the Chaos City Lord’s Mansion last time, and there is no important thing to disturb the 

Chaos City Lord. 

   "Wang Yi, what can you do for me?" City Lord Chaos came in a gentle and majestic voice. 

   Now his main consciousness is in the Tongtian Tower, after all, the law of perception is the most 

important. 

The Tongtian Pagoda can only be opened for ten thousand years. If he can go further in these ten 

thousand years, then mankind will be able to have the strongest person in the universe, who can keep 

pace with the monster race in peak combat power, and never again. Fear of other peak races. 

   There are not many people who can bother him at this time. 

   "Chaos City Lord, I want to get the permission to watch all the secrets of the virtual universe." 

Wang Yi said respectfully. 



"Oh?" 

   City Lord Chaos glanced at the respectful Wang Yi in front of him. 

   "Is it because of Tongtian Tower?" 

"Yes." Wang Yi said respectfully, "The disciple wanted to create the ultimate secret method, thinking 

that he might be able to pass the test of the Tongtian Tower, but the disciple didn't have enough time 

and months to practice and had little knowledge in many places, so I wanted to use the virtual universe 

company's secret method treasure to watch other things. The secret method is used for reference." 

   Chaos City Lord’s eyes lit up, "Yes, you have a good idea, I allow it." 

   He carefully looked at Wang Yi in front of him, nodded in satisfaction, and his voice was much 

softer. 

   "You have a good heart. If you can really get the Tongtian Pagoda, then we are the great hero of 

humanity, and the status is not below us. Go ahead and work hard. If you need anything, just tell me." 

   Chaos City Lord and other high-level humans also discussed the issue of the Passage of Tongtian 

Tower, and they all came to a conclusion. 

  ——It’s as difficult as climbing. 

   And the stronger the one, the harder the test might be. 

  They are also worried. With the current capabilities of the human race, can anyone pass the test? 

  And Wang Yi's words also reminded the Lord of Chaos, Immortal, Venerable, Lord of the Universe, 

or not, but what about the Lord? 

Seeing Wang Yi's figure disappear, the Lord of Chaos City narrowed his eyes, "Wang Yi is one of the 

geniuses in the history of my human race. He has so many adventures, even I can't see through it. He 

still comes from the planet created by Zuoshanke. It is also extremely high, maybe he really has the 

opportunity to pass on the Tongtian Tower." 

   Thinking of Tongtian Pagoda, the Lord of Chaos City feels hot. 

   In the sea of Tongtian Pagoda law, he has also gained a lot, and he vaguely sees the door to a new 

realm. 

   How can a strong man such as Chaos City Lord not be excited and crazy. 

   "I'm like this. Those who are the strongest in the universe are probably even more crazy." 

   "Unfortunately, the time is too short, only ten thousand years, even if it takes time to accelerate 

ten thousand times, it is far from enough." 

  The higher the level, the more complicated and difficult it will become, and the more time it will 

take. 

   It is normal for an ancient existence like the Chaos City Lord to realize that it is hundreds of millions 

of years. 



   So they are a little worried. 

   Chaos City Lord has expectations in his heart. 

   "I hope that our human race can get the Tongtian Pagoda." 

   In order to obtain the Sky Tower, or to use this opportunity to improve their respective strengths 

as much as possible, all races in the universe have exhausted their means. 

   The races of Hongmeng who do not have the time acceleration of the small universe have applied 

to human beings to enter the giant axe universe. 

   In order to win over these races, the human races also allowed one by one at their 

discretion~www.mtlnovel.com~ However, entry also comes at a price, and those races do whatever they 

can to their own rise and growth. 

   They all have a faint expectation. If a master of the universe or the strongest person in the 

universe can be born, maybe they don't need to continue to be a vassal to mankind. 

   Of course, the strongest in the universe is too difficult, not many ethnic groups dare to think about 

it. 

   Even the Chaos City Lord, who is hailed as the most likely to break through to the strongest in the 

Primitive Universe, is not sure, let alone other people. 

  Those who are originally Hongmeng are fortunate to say that they are the iron rods of human 

beings, and human beings don't worry that they will turn back to the object when they become 

stronger, and they can just pay a price. 

   Other ethnic groups that have little intersection with humans, want to enter, the price to pay is 

high, and even have to join the Hongmeng. 

   And the alliance of the six pinnacle races of the universe has also expanded a lot. 

no way! There are so few strongest in the universe, and the strongest in the lonely universe, it is very 

difficult for them to contact them, not to mention whether the strongest in the universe will pay 

attention to them, and they can only find the six peak races to do business. 

   After thinking for a while, City Lord Chaos issued another order. 

   During the test of "Tongtian Pagoda", all human beings who accelerate their perception of space in 

the giant axe universe can obtain the access to the secret treasure house. 

   For the sake of "Tongtian Pagoda", human beings, including other forces, do not hesitate to pay. 

Chapter 355: King Zhenyan 

Virtual universe, Yuxiang Mountain primitive area, Wang Yi's manor. 

  In the lobby, there are large iron boxes two to three meters long and wide. 

   Wang Yi directly pulled the lock of the large cargo box and opened it. 
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"Boom!" The iron door of the large cargo box was opened, and several books that were one meter long, 

one meter wide, and half a meter thick were neatly placed inside. The whole body was made of dark 

golden metal. This dark golden metal was cast. There are seven thick books in total! 

   "The Seven Kills of the Beast God, Herodo's unique knowledge." Wang Yi stroked the title of the 

metal book and said with emotion, "I didn't expect that I could not exchange it before, but now I can get 

it directly for free." 

   "Seven Kills of the Beast Gods", a total of seven volumes, one volume with one layer, the seventh 

level can be transformed into a real beast god, just like the beast **** is alive, comparable to the real 

master of the universe, standing on top of the universe. 

   Herodo has only practiced the first six levels, and the seventh level is just imagination, not really 

perfect. 

   "If you want to incarnate as a real beast god, you have to feel the "heart of the beast god." How 

could Herodo know that Luo Feng has a cheap teacher like a mountain guest to have this blessing." 

Wang Yi shook his head. 

   Luofeng can soar into the sky, it can be said that sitting on the mountain is very important. 

   If it weren’t for Zuoshanke’s extinction on the origin continent, he fled to the universe for revenge, 

then reincarnated and created the earth, otherwise there would be nothing to do with Luofeng. 

   It can be said that Luo Feng was able to become the Lord of Chaotic Source because of the 

mountain guest. 

   In addition to "Seven Kills of the Beast God", there are large iron boxes next to them, which 

contain the secrets of other fusion laws, but at most they are only up to the sixth level, and some are 

even the fourth and fifth levels. 

   But Wang Yi just used it for reference and research, it didn't matter. 

   "Golden sky, wood sky, fire sky, water sky, earth sky." 

   "Light hour, thunder hour, wind hour." 

   "The way of the eight beasts and gods, the secrets of the human race are all here." 

   Wang Yi looked around and murmured: "I hope it can help me create a strong enough ultimate 

secret method." 

   Wang Yi is still very confident in creating the "ultimate secret method". 

   But to create the ultimate secret method that can meet the requirements of the "Tongtian 

Pagoda", Wang Yi has no idea in his heart. 

  Because the Tongtian Pagoda did not leave a specific test standard, Wang Yi could only improve his 

secret technique level as much as possible. 

  The strongest ultimate secret of the world lord! 



  …… 

Tower of Babel. 

  The sea island of the law is still divided into three levels today. 

   The pinnacle secret method. 

   The ultimate secret method. 

   The strongest in the universe is fascinating. 

Needless to say, the secret method of the pinnacle, according to Wang Yi's estimation, the ultimate 

secret method belongs to the master level of the universe, that is, rank 1-6, and the secret method of 

the strongest should be above the sixth rank. 

   After all, no one of the major forces in the universe has yet been able to create the sixth-order top 

secret method of the Lord of the Universe (the strongest person who has just entered the level of the 

universe). 

   However, in the ancient civilization, the entry requirement for the basic inheritance was to create 

the sixth-order top secret method in the master of the universe, but that was also the genius of the 

ancient civilization. 

   More than a dozen of the strongest in the original universe were all present, separated on 

different islands, most of them were real bodies, and some were incarnations. 

   Boundless, mighty, pervading the depths of the sea of laws that are as vast as the original universe, 

more than a dozen of the strongest in the universe have sentiments on their respective islands. 

   The founder of the giant axe frowned, put his hand on the gray stone pillar, and murmured: "Is it 

still impossible for the ninth-order secret method?" 

   The giant axe is very powerful! 

   He is regarded as the half apprentice of the original ancestor. He has been pointed out by the 

greatest leader of mankind, the invincible "original ancestor" who can cross the universe and sea faster. 

He can step into the strongest of the universe faster than the Chaos City Lord, which also proves his 

strength. 

   The seemingly crude savages are actually very careful. 

   In the sea of cosmos, the giant axe has always been low-key, no one knows that his strength has 

surpassed the ancient and strongest such as the mechanical father **** and the shock demon ancestor. 

   Although there is no suitable Xeon Treasure, which limits the strength of the creator of the Great 

Axe, the Great Axe is still one of the most terrifying in the original universe. 

The giant axe once again looked at the sea of laws and the crystal clear silk threads that flowed around. 

In his eyes, these mysterious threads seemed to constitute a huge axe, which was suspended in the 

endless darkness, and then the giant axe began to move. As soon as it moved... the world disappeared. 



  The giant axe can't help but feel completely immersed in it. The movement of that giant axe 

completely arouses the laws of the universe, and time and space are completely controlled by it. 

   The mystery of the endless universe all came to the mind of the giant axe. 

   The Giant Axe was completely obsessed with it, and there were many insights in his mind, but in 

some places, he felt more and more incomprehensible. 

   The giant axe woke up, looked around the island, and sighed. 

   "Hey...unfathomable." 

  In the sea of law, there is an endless universe of mystery. I see the way, but I feel too far away. 

   Lost when there is no way, and after having it, I feel that it is far away indefinitely. 

   Great Axe has a feeling in his heart, I am afraid that none of the strongest in the original universe 

can pass the test requirements of the "Tongtian Tower". 

   "In this case, I will try to improve myself as much as possible, and with this opportunity, I will raise 

the secret technique level to the top of Tier 9 as much as possible." 

   Tenth rank top, that is the true **** limit, that is, the original ancestor's level. 

   And the giant axe, there is still a big gap from the "primordial ancestor". 

   "Unfortunately, the original ancestor teacher has been suppressed forever, otherwise there is still 

a slight chance of getting the Tower of the Sky." The giant axe clenched his fist, full of anger, two rays of 

light that seemed to be real shot out of the eyes, illuminating the void. 

   "Abominable will of the primitive universe!" 

   The human race is thinking about saving the "primordial ancestor" all the time, but there has been 

no way. 

  …… 

  On another island, the beautiful and strange young man "Night Candle King" also observes the laws 

around him, but his brows are getting more and more frowning. 

   "Damn it! How can this law be so difficult to understand!" Nightmare Candle King was very 

annoyed. 

  The Sea of Laws is just a secret interpretation of the laws, but the specific perception depends on 

the individual. 

   operates like the apparent law of the original universe, but the level and mystery are much deeper 

than that. 

   So it depends on personal savvy and talent. 

   The "natural gifted" Nightmare King was ambitious when he came, but now he suddenly got stuck. 

   "That fellow Zhenyan has also come in, I can't lag behind him!" 



   "This is my chance! It is mine!" Nightmare Candle King has madness in his 

eyes~www.mtlnovel.com~ As long as I can make a breakthrough here and become the Venerable, 

Zhenyan will be stepped on by me! He is not worthy to fight with me! " 

  The Nightmare Candle King is extremely hostile to Zhenyan! 

   The King of Nightmare and Candle has a high self-esteem, narrow-minded, and has always been 

hostile to true geniuses. 

   When Zhenyan rose, he fought with the night candle king. However, King Nightmare was severely 

ravaged by King Zhenyan. 

  Who is King Zhenyan? But he was really arrogant, and he was not afraid of it, and the Nightmare 

Candle King kept losing. He lost once in a fight, so he became a mortal enemy in the end! 

   King Zhenyan, who was hated by the Nightmare Candle King, has no intention of thinking about 

anything else. 

   "It turned out to be like this..." 

King Zhenyan stared at the mighty sea of laws above his head, every beating wave, every wave ups and 

downs, and the entangled laws and secret lines, all of them kept appearing in King Zhenyan’s mind, and 

he seemed to see something In the void, inexplicable brilliance kept shining in his eyes. 

   "The law of the origin of the earth, the law of the origin of space, and the mystery of the fusion of 

the two, I have felt for hundreds of millions of years, so it is... so it is..." 

   King Zhenyan laughed loudly. 

   The depression that has been confined in the bottleneck of the king for many years has been 

vomited out in the chest. 

   understood the most critical step, he was confident to create a true ultimate secret within a 

thousand years. 

   From then on, stepped into the realm of the Universe Venerable! 

Chapter 356: 60 billion years 

time flies. 

   The Yuxiang Mountain primitive area of the virtual universe, inside Wang Yi's training ground. 

Originally, each member of the Primitive Secret Realm’s training ground had a fixed space size, but after 

the arrangement was made under the care of Chaos City Lord, Wang Yi’s training ground became like a 

"killing field" with extremely high external business charges. The virtual space is infinitely vast. 

   The vast starry sky. 

  Wang Yi stood in the starry sky and had just finished fighting with an opponent. 

   "1866 opponents." Wang Yi said with emotion. 
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  In the virtual universe, his personal basic qualities are fixed. If he wants to exert a stronger combat 

effectiveness, he can only rely on the law to understand and create a powerful secret method. 

   According to the standard, 1000 can be beaten, indicating that the secret method of creation has 

reached its peak level. 

   If you can defeat 2000 opponents, it means that the secret of creation has reached the ultimate. 

   But it is also a peak-level secret method, and there is also a huge gap. 

   For example, the peak secret method of 1999 opponent far exceeds the peak secret method of the 

1000th opponent. 

   and the ultimate secret method is the same! 

   Wang Yi felt that he had a long way to go. 

   Only one month has passed since the Primordial Universe. In this short period of one month, Wang 

Yi has already hit the 1,866th opponent, and progress is rapid. 

   After all, in this training ground space, you can specially arrange suitable opponents according to 

the progress and shortcomings of the personal secret method. 

   And Wang Yi can also detect his own shortcomings in the constant battle, make corrections and 

make up for it, and make continuous progress. 

   "The original universe has been over 8 million years in the past month." Wang Yi had a headache. 

"Although I spend most of my time to understand the law, I spend a very small amount of time studying 

the secret law, but this is too slow." 

   "Also, I always feel that something is missing." 

   Creating secrets is not easy. 

   It is even more difficult to create a powerful secret method that suits you. 

   In fact, Wang Yi's speed is not too slow. After all, the pinnacle secret method has been studied by 

countless kings for hundreds of millions of years, and it is not possible that everyone can create it. 

   Even if it was Feng Wang Dianfeng, some people did not create it. 

   "Law perception is the foundation. The higher the foundation, the stronger the secret skills I can 

create. Therefore, the speed of rule perception cannot be slowed down." Wang Yi secretly said in his 

heart. 

   "The ten original laws, in what way do I need to integrate them together?" Wang Yi pondered. 

Wang Yi stretched out his hand, and the power of the world diffused out, condensed into a secret 

pattern of laws and threads. The five fundamental laws of gold, wood, water, fire, and earth are 

integrated by the power of space laws, and the three fundamental laws of wind, thunder, and light. The 

law of origin is fused together by the law of time, and countless threads of law continue to derive in the 

void, dense and complex, and give people a mysterious feeling. 



  Wang Yi stared deeply at the law and secret pattern pattern in front of him, and whispered softly, "I 

originally wanted to sort out the two ultimate secrets through space and time, and then merge the two 

ultimate secrets, maybe it can break the limit of power." 

   Fusion of the ultimate secret method! 

   This is also after Wang Yi's repeated attempts and failures, he remembered the signature stunt of 

the "Lord of the Galaxy", a powerful universe lord in the starry sky world-"the river under the night". 

  The reputation of the lord of the galaxy is outside, and in terms of strength, status and fame, they 

are no less than the chaotic city lord of mankind! Absolutely belong to the top of the ranks of the Lord of 

the Universe! 

   Even the strongest person in the universe cannot help the Lord of the Galaxy. It is all this that has 

created his endless prestige. 

   Wang Yi murmured: "The level of the secret method of the Lord of the Universe can be simply 

divided into three levels...the ultimate secret of the Lord of the Universe, the strongest secret of the 

Lord of the Universe... and the fusion of the strongest secret of the Lord of the Universe." 

The secret methods created by the Lord of the Universe are divided into peaks and ultimates. However, 

the ultimate secrets of the Lord of the Universe can also be divided into high and low. The so-called 

master of the universe's strongest secret method! 

   represents the limit that a master of the universe can reach! 

  Anyone who can create such a secret method is not the famous universe master in the universe. 

   Like the Lord of Chaos City, Lord of Jiuyou... 

   Cosmos Sea, at present, there is no master of the universe to create the strongest in the universe, 

which is the sixth-order top secret method. 

   Therefore, the strongest secret method of the two masters of the universe is merged together, and 

it is very close to the unique knowledge of the strongest in the universe. 

   Once, the Lord of the Galaxy relied on this trick. In the Universe Sea, a single move caused the Lord 

of the Universe to fall, and the two Lords of the Universe were scared to flee. 

   And Wang Yi also suddenly remembered that there was such a famous cosmic master in the 

universe, and he wanted to use this method to create the secret law of fusion! 

   Space is the ultimate secret method. 

   Time is the ultimate secret method. 

   Fusion! 

   That power must skyrocket! 

   Of course, Wang Yi can't know if it can be done, and what level it will be elevated to. 



  Under normal circumstances, he will do it, no matter how long it takes and no matter how much 

energy he spends, it is impossible... 

   But with the sea of laws in front of you to comprehend, it's different. 

   There was a cruel look in Wang Yi's eyes. 

   "I still have time, more than 60 billion years have been exhausted, I don't believe that I can't create 

an ultimate secret method with enough levels." 

It turns out that in history, Luo Feng broke into the Holy Land of Giant Beasts in the Starry Sky and was 

sent to the Beast God Realm. Time has accelerated tens of thousands of times. It took 180 million years 

to have the perfect secret pattern of the most talented secret method and the Beast God. Carve 64 

mystery patterns, and feel the heart of the beast god...Adding up many conditions, it is difficult to create 

a type of ultimate mystery of the master of the universe! 

Wang Yi’s conditions are worse than Luo Feng's. After all, he has no genre of Secret Patterns, nor does 

he have the “perfect Secret Patterns” with the strongest talent and Secret Techniques and the 

corresponding reference to the eight Secret Patterns carved by the Beast Gods... . 

   Luofeng still has to copy, he can only rely on himself. 

  The Sea of Laws only improves the perception of the Laws and implicitly guides the path of 

cultivation. 

   But the secret of creation, you have to rely on yourself! 

   is like composition. I teach everything that should be taught. How many can write good articles? 

   "Wait... the secret pattern genre?" A light flashed in Wang Yi's mind. 

   There is a sharp spirit all over the body. 

   "Although I don't have the secret pattern flow of Luo Feng being guided by the mountain guest, I 

have the secret pattern flow of the sacrificial ritual on the Yan Ji continent." 

  Wang Yi closes his eyes~www.mtlnovel.com~ Consciousness moves fast, and countless knowledge 

emerges in his mind, blending with the rules and secret patterns to evolve. 

   What he lacks most now is the way to integrate the secret law of space and the secret law of time. 

   and Yan Ji's secret pattern, but gave him a great opportunity. 

   "It seems... feasible." 

   I don't know how long it took, Wang Yi opened his eyes, with a hint of excitement in his eyes. 

   However, this is only a preliminary experiment, and the specifics depend on subsequent research. 

   "Now, I will first combine the secrets of space and the secrets of time, and then deduct it to the 

ultimate secret." 



   Wang Yi's space-integration secret method and time-integration secret method are still just a 

rudimentary form. 

   still stays at the pinnacle secret method level, far from the ultimate secret method. 

   Not to mention the true integration success, the difficulty is tens of thousands of times greater. 

   The two types of ultimate secret methods are combined again, and the difficulty is even more 

against the sky. 

  The body of the world master creates the ultimate secret method that integrates the ten original 

laws. 

   This is an unprecedented feat. 

   Wang Yi still has a long way to go. 

   Time passed slowly. 

  100 million years... 

   billion years... 

   10 billion years... 

   In a blink of an eye, 60 billion years have passed in the world of time. 

Chapter 357: Secret fusion 

Wang Yi's original conception was based on the principle of space, integrating the five fundamental laws 

of wood, wood, water, fire, and earth, and taking the principle of time as the core, fusing the three 

fundamental laws of wind, thunder, and light. 

   But this requires a very high sense of law, and the sense of which one of the ten fundamental laws 

cannot be too low, at least on the same level. 

   This is very demanding. 

   Then there will be fusion. The first stage is the eight fusion laws of golden sky, wooden sky, water 

and sky, fire and sky, earth and sky, wind time, thunder time, and light time. 

   step by step fusion, it becomes a space secret method containing gold, wood, water, fire, and 

earth, and a time secret method containing wind, thunder, and light. 

   It seems easy to think of it, but it is difficult to do it. 

   The first step took Wang Yi more than 100 million years. 

  Tongtian Pagoda, the sea of law, countless islands floating in the chaotic void like stars, and there 

are also a large number of islands near the sea. 

   But there are no more than 20 at the deepest point. 
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   In the past few years, in the Primitive Universe, countless powerful people have flocked to the 

tower, filling the tower of Tongtian. 

   Unprecedented in history, this is probably the most powerful gathering in the primitive universe. 

   More than a dozen of the strongest in the universe, all have come, at least let the divine power 

clone come over. 

   The Lord of the Universe, more than a thousand! 

  Venerable Universe, more than 100 million! 

  Below immortality, there are countless. 

   The entire primordial universe, including countless powerful people of various races on the 

battlefield outside the territory, gathered here to feel it with their hearts. 

   This is a rare occasion, coupled with the protection of the island mask inside the Tongtian Pagoda. 

Even the strongest in the universe can't make a move, there is no danger, so I don't know how many 

people are coming. 

   If someone kills the powerful people of all races in the Tongtian Tower at this time, the entire 

primitive will face an unprecedented situation of withering. 

   An inconspicuous small island under the seabed of the Law of the Tongtian Pagoda. 

   A purple-gold figure is sitting on the ground, watching the fickle laws and waves in the sky. 

   As early as 600 years ago, Wang Yi had practiced in the realm of time for 60 billion years. 

   For Wang Yi, it has been a very long time. 

   His perception of the laws of each system has also risen to a very high level. 

   If you want to break through to immortality, it is probably easy. 

   But inside the Tongtian Pagoda, isolated from the external environment, the kingdom of God 

cannot sense it. There is only the internal world. Even if you want to break through, you can only break 

through to the outside world. 

  The immortality and the venerables who have reached the critical point of the law perception are 

all holding back. 

   just waited outside, there was a big explosion. 

   It is foreseeable that the Primitive Universe will usher in an extremely brilliant explosion this time, 

but I don’t know if the strongest of the universe will be born, and the situation of the entire Primitive 

Universe will also usher in an earth-shaking change. 

   Ten thousand years of sentiment, even if there are ten thousand times of acceleration, it is still too 

short. It is estimated that the strongest of the new universe is unlikely to appear immediately. 



   However, many of the masters of the universe who were trapped in the bottleneck have gone 

further, and their strength has improved a lot. 

   such as the "Master of Ice Peak", the "Master of Desolate Jian" who was originally the master of 

the fourth-order universe, may use this insight to break through to the master of the fifth-order 

universe. 

   And the stronger ones in the universe are also helpful. 

But the Primordial Universe does not even have the limit of a true **** realm. The only original ancestor 

is still suppressed. Even the virtual universe cannot affect the Tongtian Pagoda. The original ancestors 

who cannot enter can only stay in the core of the original secret virtual universe. , Otherwise it might go 

further. 

   Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone sat on the gray rock square, beside the gray stone pillar. 

   Over the years, he has faintly discovered that the gray stone pillars seem to subtly improve the 

will. 

  Although it's only a very small change, it can't be underestimated over time. 

   It's just ten thousand years too short. Those who are strong are focused on understanding, and it is 

estimated that not many have discovered this. 

   60 billion years, such a long period, also made Wang Yi a great breakthrough in his will. 

   Now Wang Yi's will has already surpassed the Venerable, and he has reached the level of the 

overlord of the universe. 

   He still doesn't know the specific level, but it definitely surpasses the pinnacle of Venerable 

Universe. 

  The master of the world possesses such a strong will, and it is estimated that there have not been 

many since the creation of the original universe. 

   The strong will also made it easier for Wang Yi to sink his heart to understand the law and study 

the secret law. 

   The primitive universe is six hundred years old, the Giant Axe universe is six million years old, and 

Wang Yi’s personal time horizon is sixty billion years! 

   But Wang Yi's lifespan is only more than 60 billion years, and he can't continue to consume it like 

this. Therefore, he had to reduce the time flow rate of the time realm to a thousand times the time flow 

rate. 

   But even so, in the original universe one year, he has felt for ten million years! 

  Wang Yi estimated that he could continue to feel this way for more than seven billion years, that is, 

more than seven hundred years of the original universe. 

   A total of 67.2 billion years of comprehension can be realized, and Wang Yi must be careful not to 

exceed this time, otherwise it is very likely that he will reach the end of his life. 



   He did it too. 

   "The origin of the universe, time and space, gold, wood, water, fire and earth, wind and thunder..." 

   The infinite mystery of the Ten Principles of Origin, in Wang Yi's mind, is combined in a unique way 

through the soul connection of the three avatars. 

   "The ultimate secret of time, I created it ten billion years ago." 

   "The ultimate secret of space was also created 12.5 billion years ago." 

   Wang Yi frowned. 

Relying on the two ultimate mysteries, he allowed his island to rise to the same level as those of the 

venerable, cosmic hegemon, and cosmic lord a thousand years ago in the original universe, but the 

entire Tongtian Pagoda now exceeds 100 million cosmic veners No one cares about one missing one. 

Too much. 

   No one thought that a realm master came in quietly. 

   And there are countless immortals underneath. 

   "The ultimate secret method of time and the ultimate secret method of space. Although it is 

difficult, it took me more than 10 billion years to create it." Wang Yi thought silently while painting with 

his fingers on the ground. 

   There have been countless such scattered graffiti-like depictions on the gray rock square with a 

radius of hundreds of kilometers. 

   These are all Wang Yi's experiences over the years, and spreading them out can make those world 

masters and ordinary immortal insanely seize the secret methods. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

   Even if Lian Luo, Ke Di, these peerless geniuses felt left behind in their home in Chaos City, they 

were far inferior to Wang Yi at this time, and they were not on the same level. 

   The most previous science is to create the top, pinnacle secret method in Chaos City, but what 

Wang Yi now creates is the ultimate secret method, or is the ten most profound source law fusion secret 

method... can it be the same? 

   Like those peak secret methods at the venerable level, Wang Yi can now create several sets as long 

as he wants to. 

   Simultaneously comprehend the ten fundamental laws, and created a fusion secret system based 

on the Yanji mystery flow. After more than 60 billion years, Wang Yi has reached a realm that ordinary 

geniuses cannot imagine. 

   "After more than 50 billion years, although I tried my best to comprehend and tried to combine 

the ultimate secret of time and the ultimate secret of space, it was still too difficult, and to this day, I still 

failed." 

   Wang Yi exhaled. 



   The ultimate secret method of time and the ultimate secret method of space. According to the 

level, it is estimated that it has reached the level of "Master of the Universe", which exceeds the 

ultimate secret method of the Universe Master and the ultimate secret method of the Universe 

Hegemon. 

   was originally an extremely powerful secret method, and if you want to merge it, it is naturally 

incredibly difficult. 

   This also trapped Wang Yi. 

   Seeing time passing little by little, and the test time of the Tongtian Pagoda approaching, Wang Yi 

was also a little impatient. 

   After countless failures, he was a little doubtful, whether the ultimate secret method of time and 

the ultimate secret method of space can be integrated? 

   Or is his master level not enough? 

Chapter 358: The date is approaching 

In the primitive universe, there are a total of eight ways of beasts and gods. 

   The so-called beast god’s way is the law of fusion. 

   For example, any type of metal, wood, water, fire, earth, fusion of the laws of space, and any type 

of fusion of the laws of time, Dacheng, is the lord of the universe. 

   But in fact, since the fall of the eight natural beast gods, very few people in the universe can 

become the "master of the universe" by virtue of the way of the beast gods. 

   The "Eight Guardians of the Beast Gods" of the Ancestral God Sect is actually a respectable 

position. As long as the corresponding Beast God's way is cultivated to the seventh level, it can be 

inherited, and the strength is greatly improved, but it also cuts off the possibility of continuing to 

improve. 

   Even so, there are still many people who want to inherit the position of "protective animal god". 

   It is too difficult for the strongest person in the universe to break through, and becoming a 

powerful master of the universe is also very good in the eyes of many people. 

   Of course, in Wang Yi's view, it is not advisable to inherit the self-determination of the guardian 

beast god. 

   However, this is also his way to go. 

   Wang Yi’s secret method is based on the eight laws of fusion, combined with the sea of Tongtian 

Pagoda rules, and the "Yan Sacrifice Secret Pattern" evolved and created. 

   But this does not mean that he has reached the realm of the Lord of the Universe. The reason is 

very simple, because the rule of the original universe is that the law of fusion must be practiced to 

perfection to become the Lord of the Universe. 
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  Wang Yi’s ten fundamental principles are far from reaching that point. 

   It is only when he combines them to have this power. 

   And now, if we simply use the ways of the eight beast gods, each of the ways of the beast gods, 

Wang Yi can reach at least the third level. 

   King Zhenyan had been trapped in the third stage for countless years and had no choice. In the 

end, he relied on a piece of beast **** inheritance order presented by Luo Feng to break through the 

ancestral gods, but for Wang Yi, it was not difficult to break through to the Venerable. 

   Such a deep foundation of law and understanding can enable Wang Yi to spend his inexhaustible 

effort to create two ultimate secrets with the help of the world of time. 

   But the final fusion step still trapped Wang Yi. 

   "嗤～嗤～" 

  The secret patterns of the laws are connected in the air in a mysterious way, and they penetrate 

each other and influence each other. Under the influence of the power of space, the five fundamental 

laws of gold, wood, water, fire, and earth are almost perfectly combined. 

   On the other side, Feng Leiguang is also perfectly combined into a mysterious mystery pattern 

under the influence of the law of time. 

   Two mystery patterns appeared in the void, affecting both time and space. 

   That side of time and space, it seems that a world is forming, full of infinite variables. 

   But if Wang Yi wants to merge them together, it is very unstable. 

   not only can't increase the power, but also greatly reduces the original power. 

   For Wang Yi, this is undoubtedly a failure. 

   "This road, no way." Wang Yi frowned, waved his hand, and the huge secret pattern that filled the 

space of a hundred kilometers suddenly collapsed and disappeared. 

  While Wang Yi paced on the island, this is also a habit he has formed in his practice on the island 

over the years. When he encounters a bottleneck, he walks around the island and takes a look at the 

surrounding scenery. 

   "Time, space, what is the essence of the ten fundamental laws?" Wang Yi walked with his eyes 

closed, thinking constantly in his mind. "There must be a key point, I didn't want to understand." 

When the universe was born, there were only two powerful laws at the beginning, one of which was 

broken down into the six fundamental laws of gold, wood, water, fire, earth and space, and the other 

was broken down into the four fundamental laws of wind, thunder and lightning, light and time. ! 

   This has become two factions. 

   Space faction, space is the superior law, and gold, wood, water, fire, and earth are the inferior 

laws. 



   Time faction, time is the superior law, and thunder and lightning, wind, and light are the inferior 

laws. 

Among the countless powers of the billions of races in the universe, there has never been life that has 

merged the six fundamental laws of "gold, wood, water, fire, earth, and space" into one, and turned the 

original into one of the two powerful laws at the birth of the universe. one. 

   There has never been a life that merged the four fundamental laws of the time faction of "thunder 

and lightning, wind, light, and time" into one. 

And after real practice, the countless powerful people of the hundreds of millions of races in the 

universe have discovered...simply fusion of "gold and space", or "wood and space", or "water, space", or 

"fire, space", or "earth and space". Space", any of these five types is as difficult as reaching the sky! 

  Wang Yi created the secret method, and also took space and time as the core to integrate other 

corresponding laws, and this was achieved. 

   Moreover, it is only the most preliminary fusion, and each of his fusion laws is also the fourth 

insight, and he can't achieve the ultimate at all. 

   Even the two ultimate mysteries created are only created based on the first step of the eight 

beasts and gods. 

   And every time you increase one level, the difficulty increases sharply, and of course the power will 

be even greater. 

  According to Wang Yi's idea, the secret method was merged and promoted again and again, to the 

seventh level, when it was merged, it should be a perfect realm, and it is estimated that he can break 

through to the realm of the strongest in the universe. 

   But wanting to combine the ultimate secret of time and the ultimate secret of space into one, it is 

incredibly difficult! 

  Wang Yi faintly understood that if he wants to take the road of integration of the ten fundamental 

laws, he must understand the most critical point. 

   Otherwise, there is no way to talk about integration. 

  …… 

   A little bit of time passed, and soon, the Tongtian Pagoda had been opened for eight thousand 

years. 

   In these eight thousand years, there have been an unimaginable number of powerhouses in 

Tongtian Tower. 

   Countless strong people are fascinated here, praying for further progress. 

   But not everyone is so lucky, or just have a feeling. 

   Breakthrough, sometimes also depends on inspiration. 



   But accumulation is also very important. 

   Like King Zhenyan, Venerable Pangbo, who has accumulated countless years in their respective 

realms, the chance of breakthrough is naturally high. 

   And such as the Chaos City Lord, known as the "primitive universe is most likely to break through 

to the strongest in the universe", it has also received great attention. 

   Many people have speculated that the human race will regenerate the strongest man in the 

universe. 

   The creator of the giant axe and the masters of the human universe also asked the Lord of 

Chaos~www.mtlnovel.com~ The Lord of Chaos shook his head. How could it be that simple. 

   If he is allowed to continue to comprehend for millions of years in the Tongtian Tower, there may 

still be a chance, but ten thousand years, even with the acceleration of the giant axe universe, is still too 

short. 

   Although it is regrettable for the high-ranking powerhouses of the human race, there is no way. 

   Over the years, they have also tried their best to comprehend and try to create higher-level 

secrets. It is true that some people have made progress and created higher-level secrets, but they still 

haven't got any response on the gray stone pillars. 

   It is obvious that everyone has failed. 

   Now, although they have not given up, they also vaguely understand that there is no chance. They 

have set their sights on those sages and immortality, hoping that some of them can succeed. 

   No way, the role of Tongtian Tower is really crazy. 

   Even if it is limited like "Magic Sound God General Inheritance", it can only be opened once in a 

long time, but it can also greatly increase the number of strong people in the human race. 

  Even, the chance of the top strong being born will increase! 

Not only the human race understands, the other peak races, the superpowers are also clear, so many 

race super existences began to grasp with both hands, while comprehending, and began to take time to 

teach the super geniuses underneath, hoping that one of them can produce miracles, through " 

"Tongtian Tower" test, although they know the probability is slim, but no one is willing to give up. 

  As the closing date of the Tongtian Pagoda approached, everyone became crazy. 

Chapter 359: The difficulty of the tower 

It is too difficult to merge the laws, and the reason why Wang Yi was able to succeed may have 

something to do with his own status as the master of the world. 

  When it comes to immortality, even if it is recognized by the original law, it will not be as simple as 

the realm master to understand the major original laws. 
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   But over the long years of the original universe, how many people have had such incredible 

encounters as Wang Yi? 

Even Wang Yi has three major bodies, and with the help of the "world of time", he spent more than 60 

billion years to observe and understand the "sea of laws" with amazing will and understanding, and the 

support of the human race behind him. This kind of achievement cannot be copied at all. 

   And this period also laid a solid foundation for Wang Yi. Coincidentally, he combined the "Yan 

Sacrifice Secret Pattern" with the law of fusion to create his own path of fusion. 

   It is also because Wang Yi has found the right direction to make continuous progress and 

breakthroughs. 

   Just when Wang Yi was thinking hard about fusing the two ultimate secrets. 

   More than nine thousand years have passed. 

In recent years, Luo Feng has already broken through to the realm master and went to the battlefield 

outside the territory. Unfortunately, the battlefield outside the territory is deserted and deserted. There 

are not many people. Almost all the strong have gone to the tower of the sky. Luo Feng is offering 

sacrifices to the mainland. After wandering for a while, I found it meaningless, and followed to the 

Tongtian Pagoda. Now I was looking up at the ocean of laws above my head on a small island at the 

bottom. 

Wang Yi had also communicated with Luo Feng several times. Luo Feng passed through the thirteenth 

floor of the Tongtian Bridge as in history. To Wang Yi’s surprise, before coming to the outer battlefield, 

Luo Feng actually got it from his teacher, the Palace Master of Heaven’s Eclipse. The treasure "killing Wu 

Yuyi". 

   Wang Yi's expression was strange at the time. 

   Luo Feng changed his teacher, "Kill Wu Yuyi" ran to the Palace Lord of the Eclipse. 

  Wang Yi even suspected that Luo Feng was reincarnated as the Zerg mother emperor, and whether 

"Slaying Wu Yuyi" also ran to the Zerg mother emperor, the lord of the universe. 

And not only "killing Wu Yuyi", even Luo Feng, the second metal fragment of the Secret of the Nine 

Tribulations, was also snatched from a hapless young master of the Nashi tribe in Yan Ji Mainland, and 

successfully practiced the second and third Nine Tribulations. Robbery. 

   As for the Star Tower, Luo Feng seems to have not sensed the call of the Star Tower because he 

went directly to the "Tongtian Tower". 

   After all, the two look close, but the actual distance is still quite far. 

   However, this will happen sooner or later. 

   Wang Yi couldn't help feeling that the inertia of fate is really strong. 

   He twisted Luo Feng's fate into this, and it all changed back. 

   deserves to be the destiny son of this plane! 



   Cow break! 

   In fact, once Luo Feng had a "Star Tower" and a mountain guest, it would be insignificant if Luo 

Feng had other chances, and Wang Yi was relieved. 

  Wang Yi is also continuing his path. 

   Everyone is moving forward. 

   "Boom..." 

  Tongtian Pagoda, the surface of the sea of law, the waves are turbulent, and the endless laws and 

secret patterns are intertwined, forming countless changes. 

   The divine body shrunk to 900 meters high and the burly antler old man sat on a stone chair, 

frowned and looked at the core of the vast and boundless coercion above, and his heart was faintly 

shaken. 

   "Who the **** is it? Can I actually make this tower of Tongtian that even I can't see through?" 

   "And he reminded the source world..." 

   Sit on the mountain and feel shocked. 

   As the reincarnation king, the natives of the mainland of origin, he naturally understands better 

than the natives of the primitive universe at three thousand latitudes. 

   But "Source World"... even he hasn't heard of it. 

   It is a pity that he is already a true god, and he is a true **** accomplished by the weakest rule 

route, and is constantly monitored by the original will of the primitive universe. Even if he wants to do 

something, it is impossible. 

   "Could it be something to do with "Yuan"?" The guest sitting on the mountain pondered. 

   Yuan, in Origin Continent, is also extremely mysterious, the only powerhouse in the legend who 

has surpassed the realm of the **** king. 

   The guest sitting on the mountain stroked the gray stone pillar. Although he is a true god, his will is 

the will of the **** king. This is extremely terrifying. Of course, in the original universe, relying on the 

strength of the true **** is not an opponent of the original will of the original universe. 

   Once the mountain guest has performed a little bit, the original will of the primitive universe will 

definitely suppress him unceremoniously. 

   is like suppressing the original ancestor. 

   But the cunning old and cunning sitting mountain guest is not the unlucky child of the original 

ancestor. 

   "Unknown inheritance, I don't know if there is any lucky person in this universe who can get it. 

How can it help me in revenge?" The sitting mountain guest's eyes flickered. 



  …… 

  Thunder Island in the virtual universe. 

  Thunder Island is the gathering place of all the immortal gods of the Virtual Universe Company. 

   at the highest point of Thunder Island! 

   There is a majestic palace shrouded in chaotic air currents. This palace is... the place of the Chaos 

City Lord. 

   The palace is still full of chaotic air currents, and it is impossible to see a hundred meters away with 

the naked eye. 

   Chaos City Lord stood alone on the cliff, with no one beside him, silently looking down at Thunder 

Island and Yuxiang Mountain. 

   With the emergence of "Tongtian Tower", not only the entire primitive universe has become 

deserted, but the virtual universe is also much quieter. 

  Because of being immersed in the cultivation perception, many strong people are unwilling to 

separate their consciousness and connect to the virtual universe, unless there is something particularly 

important. 

   Even in order to concentrate on practicing, it will close the virtual universe connection. 

   "My human race, who is most likely to pass on?" 

   Chaos City Lord kept thinking about this issue during this time. 

   As the closing date of the "Tongtian Tower" approached, some groups of forces began to become 

impatient. 

   "Great Axe has said that he is not sure, we, the masters of the universe, have gained a lot of 

insights from the Tongtian Pagoda over the years, but the qualitative change is still much worse." Chaos 

City Lord sighed. 

   The Tongtian Pagoda is indeed magical, and that kind of power can make these powerhouses who 

stand on the pinnacle of the primitive universe in awe. 

   It's really hard to imagine what existence is that created this treasure. 

The origin of    Tongtian Pagoda has been studied by countless forces. People want to find a way to 

recognize the master Tongtian Pagoda, but until now, the Tongtian Pagoda is still a mystery. 

"The good news is that those venerables, such as Pangbo, Eclipse, Ancestral Tree, Eclipse... After this 

time, we have a good chance to break through to the Lord of the Universe~www.mtlnovel.com~ Then 

our human race is very There may be a few or even a dozen more universe masters in the future." 

   "But the same goes for other ethnic groups." 

   "Although they can be promoted to the Lord of the Universe, they still can't get the Sky Tower." 



   The various forces have tried repeatedly during these years, and they have found it. 

   The difficulty of the test of Tongtian Tower is far beyond their imagination. 

   Like a test of will, the will required by the Lord of the universe is probably more than that of the 

strongest in the universe. 

   The two sacred places in the universe that have gone through a long period of reincarnation may 

still have such a master of the universe, but it is impossible for the original universe to appear. 

   "In immortality, such geniuses as the Seven Swords, according to observations, nothing is possible, 

the world master..." 

   Chaos City Lord hesitated, "I asked Wang Yi. He also created the ultimate secret method, but he 

didn't get the approval of Tongtian Tower." 

   The realm master created the ultimate secret method, which surprised the Chaos City Master a bit. 

It was an extremely remarkable thing. 

   However, the Lord of Chaos City is also busy with cultivation and other affairs, but he does not 

know that Wang Yi's ultimate skill has embarked on a completely new path, which is fundamentally 

different from what he imagined. 

   The ultimate **** created by Wang Yi, although said to be at the venerable level, its power should 

be comparable to the pinnacle of the master of the universe. 

   The Lord of Chaos City once had a little expectation of Wang Yi, but now he is also disappointed. 

   "Hey, Tongtian Pagoda, it's so difficult..." 

Chapter 360: The secret method is successful, "all ten directions will be destroyed" 

The more the Treasure recognizes the Lord, the more demanding conditions are required. Some strong 

people leave treasures to new inheritors, and they will also set some harsh tests. 

For example, Killing Wu Yuyi requires the Venerable Universe to have the "will of the strongest in the 

universe", as for the "Star Tower". The Star Tower is actually even more terrifying! 

The master of the world must have the will of the Universe Venerable to survive it! 

As for the requirements for immortality...Zhushanke said that the Lord of the Universe, the Lord of the 

Universe, etc. have no possibility of recognizing the Lord at all! 

And once you fail to recognize the Lord, you will undoubtedly die. The conditions are obviously more 

demanding than "Slaying Wu Yuyi"! 

And the "Tongtian Tower", the treasure that made the whole universe crazy, and the reincarnated **** 

king, Zuoshanke, was incapable of seeing it. The test was naturally extremely difficult. 

Wang Yi is also worrying. 

He has always been going smoothly, and it has been a long time since he was so troubled. 
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"The ten original laws, I have separated them and merged them into a space system and a time system. 

Then, how should I merge them together?" 

Wang Yi also tried many methods. 

He sat on the ground, while looking at the sky, his fingers moved the law unconsciously, drawing out the 

secret lines of the law in the air. 

"Um?" 

Suddenly Wang Yi moved his eyes and looked at a place where there was a black and white fish with yin 

and yang, which was left unintentionally when Wang Yi was enlightened before. 

"Yin and Yang, time and space..." 

Wang Yi stared blankly. 

There seemed to be a star exploding in his mind, illuminating his soul. 

Wang Yi became excited. 

"Yes! Yin and Yang diagram, time and space combination, I can do this." 

The truth is that it is easy, but in fact, without hundreds of millions of years of accumulation and insight, 

even if Wang Yi thought of it, he would not be able to practice it at all. 

Inspired by Wang Yi, he couldn't wait to start researching. 

"Chih...chh..." 

Countless silk threads of various colors permeate and connect, and in terms of complexity, it is 

thousands of times more complicated than "ordinary immortal weapons". An inexplicable and powerful 

strange force came, and with the incomparably complex strange secret patterns, Wang Yi relied on his 

powerful consciousness to urge them with difficulty. 

Gradually, a yin and yang fish pattern was born in the void, and at the same time an inexplicable breath 

came out. 

Wang Yi's face was happy, and he just wanted to drive it to run, but as soon as this thought came about, 

a strong resistance was passed on from the secret pattern map, and Wang Yi's face changed. 

"not good……" 

"boom!" 

The secret pattern diagram seemed to be unable to support the miraculous power contained in it, and it 

shattered suddenly, and the originally combined rule silk thread instantly dissipated. 

Wang Yi stood there, frowning, thinking about the whole process just now. 

"Since it can be condensed, my thinking should be right. The reason for the collapse may be because the 

secret method is not perfect." 

Wang Yi gritted his teeth. 



"Continue, in the remaining time, I must perfect the two ultimate secrets." 

The Tongtian Pagoda can only be opened for 10,000 years, and there is not much time left, and Wang Yi 

also began to feel urgent. 

Therefore, for the next eight hundred years, Wang Yi continued to work hard to understand the law and 

study the secret law. In order to be afraid of interruption, he also deliberately closed the virtual universe 

connection. 

Although the inside of Tongtian Pagoda cannot be connected to the virtual universe, Wang Yi has a 

clone, and the soul is one. The consciousness of the clone can be connected, and Wang Yi can naturally 

enter the virtual universe. 

Like Chaos City Lord, they all have clones, or divine power clones. 

For the strong above the venerable, it is normal to have a clone of divine power. 

Time passed slowly in Wang Yi's tireless practice. 

"fail." 

"No, it's not right." 

"It won't work." 

"The power is too small to last long." 

"Not perfect." 

... 

One day in year 9999 after the opening of the Tongtian Tower. 

"when!" 

A huge and thrilling bell came from the chaotic void, resounding in the minds of countless people, and 

also awakened countless people who were addicted to cultivation. 

At the same time, a message is delivered to everyone's mind. 

"what?" 

"There is still one year left?" 

"But I have realized the most critical step, and it's still a little bit..." 

"Why so fast!" 

The complexion of countless people changed drastically. 

And somewhere on an island in the Sea of Law, the black-robed Venerable Pangbo clone "Star Prison 

Demon Lord" was also awakened. He was startled for a moment, then let out a sigh of relief, with a 

smile on his face. 

"Tongtian Tower has been raining in time for me for ten thousand years." 



Venerable Pangbo has been trapped in the bottleneck of the universe hegemon for too long, too long, 

even older than many of the universe lord of the human race. 

The long years have made him only one step away from entering the realm of the master of the 

universe. 

And the appearance of the Tongtian Tower undoubtedly pushed him forward, allowing him to truly cross 

over. 

"Haha, now I have understood everything about time and space, as long as I go out, I can break through 

to the level of the Lord of the Universe!" 

Venerable Pang Bo also had excitement in his eyes. 

Trapped in a realm for hundreds of millions of years, watching someone who was not as good as him 

surpass himself and become the master of the universe, it is impossible for him to have no thoughts in 

his heart. 

Although his combat power can be comparable to the Lord of the Universe, the two are not the same 

concept. 

The development space of the Lord of the Universe is much larger than that of the Lord of the Universe. 

"Haha, with my accumulation for so many years, coupled with the fusion of the two ultimate secrets, 

10% of the masters of the universe must be a very strong one, even if they are not as good as the 

masters of the ice peaks, they will not be too far behind." Venerable Pang Bo Feel comfortable. 

It is worthy of being a master and apprentice, even the same idea. 

But the difficulty is actually different. After all, Pang Bo just merged with the framework of time and 

space. The cultivation years are extremely long. 

However, Wang Yi is a fusion of ten fundamental principles. 

Venerable Pangbo connected to the virtual universe and appeared in the palace on Thunder Island. 

"Wang Yi, kid, don't know how the progress has been over the years?" 

Venerable Pang Bo thought of the little apprentice he loved, and a smile appeared on the face of the 

fluffy bear. 

He has no relatives, so he naturally treats his apprentice as his own child, and Wang Yi really makes him 

love it. 

"Call application." 

"Huh? No response, the virtual universe connection has been closed?" 

Venerable Pangbo stroked his chin. 

"It seems that this kid is still cultivating~www.mtlnovel.com~ but only the last year is left. How far can 

he cultivate?" 



... 

Tower of the sky, the sea of law, the lord of the universe, and the ocean on the level of the overlord of 

the universe, an island shrouded in colored light sinks and floats in the waves. 

On the gray rock square, a purple-gold figure sat on the ground, exuding an inexplicable aura. 

At the same time, above the island, it has been occupied by a huge yin-yang fish pattern with a radius of 

100 kilometers. 

Countless color rules and secret patterns and threads densely appear in the sky, combining them in a 

mysterious way. 

Just the last rule of wire connection. 

"when!" 

The sound of a bell that seemed to come from ancient times also awakened Wang Yi, who had been 

immersed in cultivation for these years. 

"boom!" 

The law and mystery pattern that has been drawn up is like awakening, exploding with a terrifying aura 

like the birth of the universe. 

 


